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ERV SESSION PROCEDURES REPORT 

WARNING NOTICE: INTELLIGENCE SOURCES AND METHODS INVOLVED 

CONTROL NUMBER: Envelope #1 

DATE OF SESSION: 27 Jan 87 

REFERENCES: None 

NICKNAME: ProJect "O" 

TARGET COUNTRY: 1111 
SG1B 

SESSION NUMBER: 01 

DATE OF REPORT: 9 Feb 87 

TECHNIQUE UTILIZED: ERV 

SG1A 

MISSION STATUS: Initial 
(Continuing) 

SOURCE IDENTIFIER: 101 

1. CS/NF /SK) TASKING: The Interviewer was cognizant of the true 
a prominent individual 

oca e 
person and provide as much personalia pertaining to him as 
possible. The Source, however, was provided no targeting data 
except encrypted coordinates as per Extended Remote Viewing (ERV) 
protocols, to preclude inadvertent geographic cuing. No other 
cuing or descriptive data was provided to the Source. In this 
session Source was targeted against the material located in an 
envelope marked #1 which remained in the possession of the 
Interviewer throughout the session. 

2. (S/NF/SK) SESSION: In the actual session, Source was 
initially targeted to the area of the encrypted coordinates where 
He began describing a facility. After a few moments of general 
site descriptives, He reported on the presence of a particular man 
whom He described as, "the man in charge". From this point Source 
was asked to focus His attention on this person. During this 
session there were no reportable anomalies or incidents which may 
have affected or influenced the data provided by Source. 

3. (S/NF/SK> SUMMARY: 

a. (S/NF/SK) The following narrative contained within 
quotation marks is an abridged copy of Source's post-session 
written summary. This summary has been editorialized, (as 
indicated), by the undersigned for clarity, grammar and structure. 
The actual unabridged ~ummary is maintained in the mission field 
dossier at this location along with any other material produced 
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during the session., sketches, notes, etc. BEGIN NARRATIVE: 
"(There is a) man, probably in (his) 50s, on the heavy side, not 
real tall (and) probably balding. (This) man is logical, 
methodical and plans (things) out. He pays meticulous attention to 
detail and tries to foresee all possibilities and to take actions 
to prevent unfavorable possibilities (outcomes?). He gives the 
impression of being (self) assured, confident and in control, but 
in his inner most self, he sometimes questions his competency and 
he is surprised at how far he has come. He has a marriage that can 
best be described as "comfortable". (His) marriage is surprisingly 
(without passion). He feels grateful to his wife for her support 
and help but is upset because he feels that his wife is not 
grateful enough for what he has done for her. This is exactly (the 
same) feeling his wife has (about him). (Their) marriage is a 
tangled interweaving of conflicting and constantly changing 
attitudes, expectations and perceptions. I have never focused on a 
relationship before so I do not know if this is unique to this 
relationship. I am not sure, but I believe that there are two or 
three older children of various sexes (in his family). The man has 
some stiffness and aches and pains. These are upsetting more for 
the change (they bring to his) lifestyle than (personal) 
discomfort. (The) man also has some problems with his stomach. his 
bowels and maybe his kidneys. I do not believe any of these 
problems are major. The man has good health sense and usually 
knows what he should do (about his health). That does not mean 
that he always does (the right thing). Overall, he moderately 
watches his diet and takes moderately good care of himself. He has 
fears and anxieties that he will (somehow) overlook some possible 
outcome in his planning. He is also afraid that something he plans 
and puts into motion will turn into a catastrophe because of events 
outside (beyond?) his control .. (These anxieties) upset his stomach. 
He is also afraid of being perceived as weak ... and inflexible. He 
enjoys his work and position and feels it (has) given him a chance 
to make a contribution. He is a nice dresser and is likeable but 
(he) can be completely ruthless to those who stand i his way. He 
does not confide in anyone. He is always aware of the impression 
he is making. He cannot be "reached" (coerced?) through his 
family". END SUMMARY. 

b. (S/NF/SK) During the actual session, Source reported other 
data which may impact on the final assessment of this target. That 
data is listed below in raw unevaluated form: 

(1) (S/NF/SK) The area where the target individual was 
located was described as cold and dreary. More specifically the 
building in which the target was located was described as, "tall, 
angular, multi-storied (with people wearing) heavy coats. <There 
is) a stonewall and a courtyard. (The building has) a general 
office feeling, tiled floors, stairways, high ceilings, rather 
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drab 1 functional, unadorned, and the smell of steam and drying 
clothes and coats in the air".·. At the entry there is some type of 
control or check-in area described as a counter such as one would 
expect to find at a hotel desk. There is another impression in 
this area of a nearby wooden rai~ed area, "like a podium but wider 
and taller". 

(2) (S/NF/SK) The individual focused upon by Source, 
{presumably th• target individual>, was described as coming from a 
rural background with an educatidnal basis related in some way to 
agriculture and another im~ge of a background related to 
transportation· or housing. His educational endeavors were 
unspectacular but he excelled in, "other things CNF!)". His 
education took place in a larger city recognizable by a large 
(mammoth) cathedral with gothic spires. His parents were probably 
middle class and had so~e minor historic importance. There was a 
vague impression of siblings, however, it was unclear whether these 
siblings were still living or iimply detached or emotionally close 
to the target. · · 

(3) (S/NF/SK) The target has some subliminal doubts about 
his worthiness t6 hold th~ position to which he has risen as 
evidenced by the following impression provided by Source: "he may 
not know this but he is a little surprised and a little awed by the 
fact he has ri~eh to where he is". This individual is apparently 
frustrated by the existing bureaucracj and, ttthe slowness {and the) 
time it takes to do thlngs ... the inter-relationship between 
things ... the qause and effect problem ... not being able to just move 
something ... never being assure of what's happening ... " 

4. (S/NF/SK) OPS FEEDBACK: An excellent session on the part of 
Source, who apparently was able to psychically perceive the true 
nature of this mission and provide in depth data pertaining to the 
target individual. This dat- can be compared with known data 
pertaining to the taiget to determine if Source successful in 
acquiring the proper target. If so, oth~r data of a more 
introspective niture could prove invaluable to US government 
officials who may come into CCS1(3,~A~ith this individual or who 
study his decision making process~. 
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